Abstract-Data center networks leverage multiple parallel paths connecting end host pairs to offer high bisection bandwidth for cluster computing applications. However, state of the art distributed multi-pathing protocols such as Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) use static flow-to-link assignment, which is loadoblivious. They may cause bandwidth loss due to flow collisions on a same link. Recently proposed centralized scheduling algorithm or host-based multi-pathing may suffer from scalability problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The growing importance of cloud-based applications and big data processing has led to the deployment of largescale data center networks that carry tremendous amount of traffic. Recently proposed data center network architectures primarily focus on using commodity Ethernet switches to build multi-rooted trees such as fat-tree [2] and Clos [10] . These topologies provide multiple equal-cost paths for any pair of end hosts and hence significantly increase bisection bandwidth. To fully utilize the path diversity, an ideal routing protocol should allow flows to avoid over-utilized links and take alternative paths.
Most state of the art data center networks rely on layer-3 Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) protocol [14] to assign flows to available links using static flow hashing. Being simple and efficient, however, ECMP is load-oblivious, because the flow-to-path assignment does not account current network utilization. As a result, ECMP may cause flow collisions on particular links and create hot spots.
Recently proposed methods to improve the bandwidth utilization in data center networks can be classified in two categories: centralized and distributed solutions. A typical centralized solution Hedera [3] relies on a central controller to find a path for each flow or assign a single core switch to deal with all flows to each destination host. Centralized solutions may face scalability problems, because traffic in today's data center networks requires parallel and fast path selection according to recent measurement studies [5] , [16] .
The first type of distributed solutions is host-based, such as multipath TCP (MPTCP) [21] and DARD [22] . These methods enable end systems to select multiple paths for flows based on network conditions. However, all legacy systems and applications running these protocols need to be upgraded, which incurs a lot management cost. In addition, every host running DARD needs to monitor the states of all paths to other hosts. For many applications such as Shuffle (described in Section IV-C), each DARD host may have to monitor the entire network, which also limits its scalability. The second type is switch-only protocols which is fully compatible to current systems and applications on end hosts. Many existing switch-only protocols allow a flow take multiple paths at the same time (called flow splitting) to achieve high throughput [9] , [19] , [24] . Flow splitting may cause a high level of TCP packet reordering, resulting throughput drop [17] .
In this paper, we propose Distributed Flow Scheduling (DiFS), a switch-only protocol that is executed independently on the control unit of each switch. DiFS aims to balance flows among different links and improves bandwidth utilization for data center networks. DiFS does not need centralized control or changes on end hosts. In addition DiFS does not allow flow splitting and hence limits packet reordering.
DiFS achieves load balancing by taking efforts in two directions. First, each switch uses the Path Allocation algorithm that assigns flows evenly to all outgoing links to avoid local flow collisions. Second, each switch also monitors its incoming links by running the Imbalance Detection algorithm. If a collision is detected, the switch will send an Explicit Adaption Request (EAR) message that suggests the sending switch of a flow to change its path. Upon receiving the EAR, the sending switch will run the Explicit Adaption algorithm to avoid remote flow collisions.
We have implemented DiFS on a stand-alone simulator which simulates behaviors of every packet. TCP New Reno is implemented in detail as the transportation layer protocol. This simulator is more detailed than those of other flow scheduling papers that only simulate flow behaviors, such as that in [3] . Experimental results show that DiFS outperforms ECMP significantly in aggregate bisection bandwidth. Compared with a centralized solution Hedera, DiFS achieves comparable or even higher aggregate bisection bandwidth, higher throughput, and less out-of-order packets, for both small and large data center network topologies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces background knowledge of flow scheduling in data center networks. Section III presents the detailed architecture and algorithm design of DiFS. We evaluate the performance of DiFS and compare it with other solutions in Section IV. We conclude our work in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF DIFS

A. Data center topologies
Today's data center networks often use multi-rooted tree topologies (e.g., fat-tree [2] and Clos [10] topologies) to exploit multiple parallel paths between any pair of host to enhance the network bisection bandwidth, instead of using expensive high speed routers. Our protocol DiFS is designed for an arbitrary multi-rooted tree topology. However for the ease of exposition and comparison with existing protocols, we will use the fat-tree topology for our protocol description and experimental evaluation.
A multi-rooted tree topology has three vertical layers: edge layer, aggregate layer, and core layer. A pod is a management unit down from the core layer, which consists of a set of interconnected end hosts and a set of edge and aggregate switches that connect these hosts. As illustrated in Figure 1 , a fat-tree network is built from a large number of k-port switches and end hosts. There are k pods, interconnected by (k/2) 2 core switches. Every pod consists of (k/2) edge switches and (k/2) aggregate switches. Each edge switch also connects (k/2) end hosts. In the example of Figure 1 , k = 4.
A path are a set of links that connect two end hosts. There are two kinds of paths in a fat-tree network: inter-pod path and intra-pod path. An intra-pod path interconnects two hosts within the same pod while an inter-pod path is a path which connects two end host in different pods. Between any pair of end hosts in different pods, there are (k/2) 2 equal-cost paths, each of which corresponding to a core switch. An end-toend path can be split into two flow segments [23] : the uphill segment refers to the part of the path connecting source host to the switch in the highest layer (e.g., the core switch for an inter-pod path), and the downhill segment refers to the part connecting the switch in the highest layer to the destination host. Similar to existing work, we mainly focus on flows that take inter-pod paths, because they cause most flow collisions.
B. Examples of flow collision and solutions of DiFS
We show three types of flow collisions in Figure 2 , where in each example some parts of the network are not shown for simplicity. Figure 2(a) shows an example of a local collision, where switch Aggr 11 forwards two flows to a same link. Local collisions may be caused by static multipathing algorithms such as ECMP. Figure 2(b) shows an example of Type 1 remote collision, where two flows take a same link from Core2 to P od 2 . Type 1 remote collision may be caused by over-utilizing a core switch (Core 2 in this example). Hence some existing work propose to balance traffic among cores [3] . However balancing core utilization may not be enough. Another example of remote collision (Type 2) is shown in Figure 2 (c), where core utilization is balanced but flows still collide the link from Aggr 22 to Edge 21 .
Local collisions can be detected and resolved by local algorithms in a relatively easy way. DiFS uses the Path Allocation algorithm to detect flow-to-link imbalance and remove one of the flows to an under-utilized link, as shown in Figure  3 (a). The key insight of DiFS to resolve remote collisions is to allow the switch in the downhill segment that detected flow imbalance to send an Explicit Adaption Request (EAR) message to the uphill segment. For the example of Figure  2 (b), Aggr 21 can detect flow imbalance among the incoming links. It then sends an EAR to Aggr 31 in P od 3 (randomly chosen between two sending pods), suggesting the flow to take the path through Core1. Aggr 31 runs the Explicit Adaption algorithm and changes the flow path. That flow will eventually take another incoming link of Aggr 21 as shown in Figure 3 (b). To resolve the collision in Figure 2 (c), Edge 21 that detects flow imbalance sends back an EAR and suggest Edge 12 to forward the flow to Aggr 11 . That flow will eventually go from Aggr 21 to Edge 21 , as shown in Figure 3(c) .
From the examples, the key observation is that the incoming links of the aggregate (edge) switch in the downhill segment have one-to-one correspondence to the outgoing links of the aggregate (edge) switch in the uphill segment in a multirooted tree. Therefore when an aggregate (edge) switch in the downhill segment detects imbalance and finds an underutilized link, it can suggest the aggregate (edge) switch in the uphill segment to change the path to the "mirror" of the under-utilized link. In the example of Type 1 remote collision, Aggr 21 controls the flow to income from Core1 by suggesting Aggr 31 to forward the flow to Core1. In the example of Type 2 remote collision, Edge 21 controls the flow to income from Aggr 21 by suggesting Edge 12 to forward the flow to Aggr 11 .
C. Classification of flows
In this paper, a flow is defined as a sequence of packets sent from a source host to a destination host using TCP. In our flow scheduling protocol, a flow can have only one path at any time. Allowing a flow to use multiple paths simultaneously may cause packet reordering and hence reduce the throughput. However, a flow is allowed to take multiple paths at different times in its life cycle.
Elephant and mice flows: Elephants are large, long-lived flows whose traffic amount is higher than a threshold. The other flows are called mice flows. Similar to many other work [3] , [22] , our protocol focuses on elephant flows and intends to spread them as evenly as possible among all links. All mice flows will be processed by ECMP, because recent work has shown that ECMP forwarding can perform load- A close look at fat-tree networks reveals that all inter-pod flows are SIMO for the edge and aggregate switches on the uphill segments, and are MISO for the edge and aggregate switches on the downhill segments. All inter-pod flows for core switches are SISO. Multi-in-multi-out (MIMO) flows may be defined similarly. However, there is no MIMO flow for any switch in a fat-tree network. MIMO flows may appear in general network topologies.
III. DIFS DESIGN
In this section, we present the optimization goals of DiFS protocol, the flow control modules at each switch, and the detailed scheduling algorithms.
A. Optimization goals
As a high-level description, DiFS intends to balance the number of elephant flows among all links in the network to utilize the bisection bandwidth and take the advantage of path diversity. We use the number of flows as the optimization metric instead of flow bandwidth consumption based on the following reasons: 1) A flow's maximum bandwidth consumption 1 can hardly be estimated. As shown in [3] , a flow's current sending rate tells very little about its maximum bandwidth consumption. Hedera [3] uses global knowledge to perform flow bandwidth demand estimation. However, such method is not possible to be applied in distributed algorithms such as DiFS. 2) Using flow count as the metric, DiFS can achieve similar or even better performance compared with Hedera [3] and a variant of DiFS implementation that uses estimated bandwidth consumption as the metric. The results will be shown in Section IV-F.
Two optimization goals for load-balancing scenarios are desired:
Balanced Output (BO): For an edge switch s e , let o(s a ) be the number of SIMO flows on an outgoing link connecting the aggregate switch s a . BO of edge switch s e is achieved if and only if o(s a1 ) − o(s a2 ) ≤ δ, for any two aggregate switches s a1 and s a2 , where δ is a constant. Similarly we may define BO of an aggregate switch to cores. BO can be achieved by the Path allocation algorithm of DiFS with the smallest possible value of δ being 1.
Balanced Input (BI): For an aggregate switch s a , let i(c) be the number of MISO flows on an incoming link connecting the core c. BI of edge switch s is achieved if and only if 
B. Architecture
DiFS uses threshold to eliminate mice flows. Such threshold-based module can be installed on edge switches. It maintains the number of transmitted bytes of each flow. If this number is larger than a threshold value, the edge switch will label this flow as an elephant flow and mark the packet header to notify other switches on its path.
Each switch has a flow table which maintains three variables for every flow f : the incoming link identifier, denoted as L i , the outgoing link identifier, denoted as L o , and the last time this flow appeared, denoted as t. A switch also maintains two Port State Vectors (PSVs), V i and V o . The ith element in vector V i is the number of flows coming from the ith incoming link. Likewise the ith element in vector V o is the number of flows forwarded to the ith outgoing link.
There are three flow control modules in aggregate and edge switches: control loop unit, explicit adaptation unit, and path allocation unit. Control loops are run periodically by switches. The main objectives of the control loop unit are to detect imbalance of MISO flows among incoming links and send Explicit Adaptation Request (EAR) if necessary. EAR is a notification message send along the reverse flow path to recommend switches in the flow's sending pod to choose a different path. EAR includes a path recommendation. When a switch receives a EAR, it runs the explicit adaptation unit and changes the output link of the designated flow in the EAR to that on the recommended path, if possible. Path Allocation Request (PAR) is another message to request flow scheduling. PAR includes a flow identifier and requires switches to allocate an available link for this flow. Switches treat a packet with unseen flow identifier as a PAR. The sender needs to explicitly send a PAR only if path reservation is allowed to achieve a certain level of performance guarantee for upper-layer applications [4] . For a SIMO flow, the path allocation unit will assign an outgoing port for this flow based on link utilization. Detailed algorithms for these modules will be presented in the following subsections.
C. Control loop
Each DiFS switch continuously runs a control loop. At each iteration, the switch executes the following: 1) Remove disappeared flows. A flow may disappear from a switch due to several reasons. For example, the flow may have finished transmission or taken another path. In each iteration, the switch will delete a flow if the difference between current time and its last-appeared Algorithm 1: Imbalance Detection in Control Loop S = the set of all MISO flows forwarded by this switch for f ∈ S do L i = incoming link of f min = minimum value among elements in The detailed re-balance algorithm is not presented due to space limitation. 3) Send an EAR if necessary. If the switch finds a MISO flow comes in a over-utilized link, the switch will recommend other switches to change the flow path by sending an EAR. In order to avoid TCP performance degrade caused by too many EARs, DiFS forces every switch to send at most one EAR at each iteration. Imbalance detection and path recommendation for EAR: For fairness concern, at each iteration the switch will scan each MISO flows in a random order. The imbalance detection is also in a threshold basis, which is presented in Algorithm 1.
Due to lack of global view of flow distribution, the EAR receiver should be told how to change the flow's path. There the EAR sender should include a path recommendation, which does not necessarily be a complete path. In a fat-tree, both aggregate and edge switches are able to detect load imbalance and recommend an alternative path only based on local link status.
For the flow collision example of Figure 2 (b), Aggr 21 will notice the load imbalance among incoming links and send an EAR to Aggr 31 (randomly selected between senders of the two collided flows). The path recommendation in this EAR is just Core1. Aggr 31 will receive the EAR and change the flow to the output link connected with Core1, and this flow will eventually come from another incoming link of Aggr 21 that was under-utilized, as shown in Figure 3(b) . For the flow collision example of Figure 2 (c), Edge 21 can detect it by comparing two incoming links and then send an EAR to Edge 12 in the uphill segment. The path recommendation here is just Aggr 11 . When Edge 12 let the flow take Aggr 11 , the flow will eventually take another incoming link to Edge 21 and hence resolves the collision as shown in Figure 3(c) .
As a matter of fact, in a fat-tree network a path recommendation can be specified by either a recommended core or
Algorithm 2: Path Allocation
Input: Path Allocation Request P AR Output: None f = flow identifier in P AR S = set of links that can reach f 's destination
D. Path Allocation
In order to keep all links output balanced, we use a distributed greedy algorithm to select an outgoing link for each. When a switch received a PAR, it first check how many outgoing links can lead to the destination. If there is only one link, then the switch will simply use this link. If there are multiple links to which this flow can be forwarded, the switch will select an local optimal link for this flow. The algorithm first find the set of links with the minimum number of outgoing flows. If there are more than one links in this set, the algorithm will randomly select a link from the set.
E. Explicit Adaptation
An EAR includes a flow identifier and a path recommendation. As mentioned, for a fat-tree network a path recommendation can be specified by either a recommended core or a recommended uphill aggregate switch. When a switch received an EAR, it first checks if it can move the requested flow f to the recommended core or aggregate switch. If not, it will forward this EAR further towards the reverse path of f . If moving f will cause imbalance among outgoing links, the switch swaps f with another flow on the recommended link. The complete algorithm is described in Algorithm 3.
F. Bounds on global flow balance
The local optimization on switches can lead to global performance bounds as introduced in this section. All proofs in this section can be found in our technical report [8] .
We provide a bound on flow balance among aggregate switches in a same pod by the following theorem: We further prove a bound on flow balance among core switches by the following theorem: Theorem 3.2: In a k-pod fat-tree, suppose every edge and aggregate switch achieves BO with δ = 1. Let n(c) be the number of flows that are sending to core c. Then we have M AX all − M IN all ≤ 3k, where M AX all is the maximum n(c) value among all cores and M IN all is the minimum n(c) value among all cores.
Similarly we have a bound of flow balance in the receiving side.
Theorem 3.3:
In a k-pod fat-tree, suppose all aggregate switches in a same pod achieve BI with δ = 1. Let n(s e ) be the number of flows that are sending to edge switch s e . Then we have M AX e − M IN e ≤ k/2, where M AX e is the maximum n(s e ) value among all edge switches in the pod and M IN e is the minimum n(s e ) value among all edge switches in the pod.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. Note that the values we provide in the theorems are only bounds of the difference between the maximum and minimum flow numbers. In practice, however, the actual differences are much lower than these bounds.
G. Failures and Fault Tolerance
Switches must take network failures into consideration in performing flow assignment. A network failure may be a switch failure, a link failure, or a host failure. Failures may also be classified into reachability failures and partial failures. Reachability failures refer to those failures that can cause one 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of DiFS by comparing it with two well-known solutions: a static distributed routing algorithm ECMP and a centralized scheduling algorithm Hedera [3] .
A. Methodology
We developed a packet-level stand-alone simulator in which DiFS as well as other algorithms are implemented in detail. Simulation is able to show the scalability of our protocol for large networks with dynamic traffic patterns, while testbed experiments can only scale to up to tens of hosts. The simulator developed in [3] only simulates each flow without performing per-packet computation, and uses predicted sending rate instead of implementing TCP. Our simulator models individual packets, hence we believe it can better demonstrate real network performance. TCP New Reno is implemented in detail as the transportation layer protocol. Our simulator models each link as a queue whose size is the delay-bandwidth product. A link's bandwidth is 1Gbps and its delay is 0.01ms. Our switch abstraction maintains finite shared buffers and forwarding tables. In our experiments, we simulate multi-rooted tree topologies in different sizes. We use 16-host networks as small topologies and 1024-host networks for bulk analysis.
DiFS is compared with ECMP and Hedera. For ECMP we implemented a simple hash function which uses the flow identifier of each tcp packet as the key. We implemented the Simulated Annealing scheduler of Hedera, which achieves the best performance among all schedulers proposed in Hedera [3] . We also set the period of distributed control loop to 0.01 second for DiFS. As mentioned in Section III-A, we focus on balancing the number of elephant flows among links. We use 100KB as the elephant threshold, same to the value used by other work [22] .
Performance criteria. We focus the performance evaluation on four aspects: 1) Does DiFS fully utilize bisection bandwidth? How does it compare to ECMP and Hedera? 2) Can DiFS adapt to cluster computing applications like "Map" and "Reduce"? 3) How fast will DiFS converge to a stable state? 4) How much is DiFS's control overhead?
Traffic patterns. Similar to [3] and [22] , we created a group of traffic patterns as our benchmark communication suite. These patterns can be either static or dynamic. For static traffic patterns, all flows are permanent. Dynamic traffic patterns refer to those in which flows start at different times. The patterns used by our experiments are described as follows: 1) Stride(i): A host with index x sends data to a host with index (x+i)mod(num_hosts), where num_hosts is the number of all hosts in the network. This traffic pattern stresses out the links between the core and the aggregation layers with a large i. 2) Staggered(P e , P p ): A host sends data to another host in the same edge layer with probability P e , and to host in the same pod (but in the different edge layer) with probability P p , and to hosts in different pods with probability 1 − P e − P p . 3) Random: A host sends one elephant flow to some other end host in the same network with a uniform probability. This is a special case of Randx(x) where x = 1. 4) Randx(x): A host sends x elephant flows to any other end host in the same topology with a uniform probability. 5) Randbij: A host sends one elephant flow to some other host according to a bijective mapping of all hosts. This is a special case of Random pattern which may be created by certain cluster computing applications. 
B. Small Topology Simulation Results
In this set of experiments, 16 hosts (acting as clients) first establish TCP connections with some designated peers (acting as servers) according to the specified traffic pattern. After that, these clients begin to send elephant flaws to their peers constantly. Each experiment last 60 seconds and each host measures the incoming bandwidth during the whole process. We use the results for the middle 40 seconds as the average bisection bandwidth. Figure 4 (a) shows the average bisection bandwidth for a variety of Stride traffic patterns with different parameters. For stride parameter i = 1, all three methods have good performance. DiFS achieves highest bisection bandwidth for all i values and outperforms ECMP significantly when i is greater than 2. Figure 4 (b) shows the average bisection bandwidth for Staggered patterns. Similar to the Stride results, DiFS outperforms the others for different values of P e and P p . We might find that the absolute bandwidth values of all three methods in this set of experiments are less than those in the Stride experiments. According to our results on non-blocking switches and links (not shown in the figure), the average bisection bandwidth for Staggered is also limited to 10-12 Gbps due to the hotspots created by the traffic pattern. DiFS results are actually very close to the limit. (2) results. For all cases, DiFS outperforms Hedera and ECMP. Hedera with Simulated Annealing does not assign an explicit path for each flow. Instead Hedera assigns a core switch for every single host, which may result bottlenecks on the links connecting aggregate switches and edge switches. In Random experiments, DiFS outperforms ECMP in the average bisection bandwidth by at least 33% for most traffic patterns. For particular patterns, this value can be higher than 100%. Compared to the centralized solution Hedera, DiFS may also achieve around 15% bandwidth enhancement.
C. Data Shuffle
We conduct experiments of all-to-all data Shuffle in the 16-host multi-rooted tree topology to evaluate the performance of DiFS under dynamic traffic patterns. Data Shuffle is an important operation for MapReduce-like applications. Each host (acting as reducer) in the network will sequentially receive a large amount of data (500MB in our simulation) from all other hosts (acting as mapper) using TCP. Therefore in total it is a 120GB-data Shuffle. In order to avoid unnecessary hotspot, each host will access other hosts in a random order. We also assume there is no disk operation during the whole process. We measure the shuffle time, average completion time, and average bisection bandwidth of the three methods. The shuffle time is the total time for the 120GB Shuffle operation. The average completion time is the average value of the completion time of every host in the network. The average bisection bandwidth refers to the sum of average throughput of every host.
Packet reordering under dynamic traffic. We also measure two variables described in [24] during the Shuffle period in order to reflect the packet reordering problem. The first variable is the ratio of the number of packets delivered outof-order to the number of packets provided in-order in TCP by the senders. The second variable is the out-of-order packet window size, defined as the average gap in the packet sequence numbers observed by the receivers. Table I shows that our algorithm outperforms ECMP by 52% and Hedera by around 16% in average bisection bandwidth. In addition to the average completion time shown in Table I, Figure 6 depicts the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of host completion time of the three methods. As observed from this figure, by the time DiFS finishes Shuffle operation, around 60% hosts of Hedera completed their jobs and only 5% hosts of ECMP has finished their jobs. All three methods have obvious variation in completion time of different hosts. Table I also shows that DiFS causes less packet reordering compared to Hedera. ECMP has the least out-oforder packets because it is a static scheduling algorithm. Figure 5 shows the aggregate bisection bandwidth comparison using a 1024-host fat-tree network (k = 16). We can find that ECMP performs worse in a large topology, compared with its performance in the 16-host network using the same traffic patterns. The performance gap between Hedera and DiFS shrinks in the 1024-host network compared to that in the 16-host network. However, DiFS still has the highest aggregate bisection bandwidth for all traffic patterns.
D. Large Topology Simulation Results
E. Convergence speed and control overhead
Convergence speed. Convergence speed is a critical performance metric for DiFS, because DiFS is a distributed solution rather than a centralized algorithm. We measure the convergence speed of DiFS for different traffic patterns using fat-tree topologies. In Figure 8 we show the achieved fraction of throughput of DiFS versus time for different traffic patterns in the 1024-host network. Even with Random traffic our algorithm may still converge to a steady state within 5 seconds. Control Overhead. As a distributed solution, the computation cost of DiFS is very low. Hence we mainly focus on the communication overhead of DiFS, which is measured by the number of EAR messages. Aside from communication overhead, too many EAR messages may cause performance degradation because flows may be requested to change their paths back and forth. Table II shows the number of EARs sent by switches under random traffic patterns in fat-tree networks with different sizes. In the measurement, we assume the size of each message is 26 Bytes, which includes the size of flow identifier and the address of recommended core or aggregate switch in an EAR. As shown in the table, for an 8192-host fat-tree network, DiFS only generates control messages in a total size of around 1MB. Figure 9 shows the CDF of EAR-receiving times. Within 5 seconds, all EARs have sent and received, and around 80% EARs are received in the first second.
F. Flow count versus flow bandwidth consumption
DiFS use the number of elephant flows as the metric for load balancing. Obviously not all elephant flows have equal bandwidth consumption, i.e., sending rate. As discussed in Section III-A, DiFS cannot estimate the flow bandwidth consumption due to lack of global information. A substitution for bandwidth consumption estimation is to measure the sending rate of each flow on the current path. Unfortunately, a flow's current sending rate doest not reflect its maximum bandwidth consumption [3] . We also implemented a variant of DiFS which uses measured flow sending rate as the metric for load balancing, denoted as DiFS-FM. We compare both algorithms in Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7(b) . The results tell that DiFS-FM has similar performance compared to DiFS that uses flow count. Therefore there is no need to deploy a particular module to keep measuring sending rates in switches.
V. RELATED WORKS
Recently there have been a great number of proposals for data center network topologies that provide high bisection bandwidth [10] - [13] , [18] . However, current multipathing protocols like Equal-Cost Multi-pathing [14] usually suffer from elephant flow collisions and bandwidth loss. Application layer scheduling like Orchestra [7] usually focuses on higher level scheduling policies such as transfer prioritizing and ignores multipathing issues in data center networks.
Most flow scheduling solutions falls into three major categories: centralized adaptive path selection, host based multipath solution, and switch-only protocols.
Centralized adaptive selection [3] , [6] usually relies on a central controller and schedules flow path at every control interval. Aside from the additional hardware and software support for communication and computation, centralized solutions usually face scalability problems. Recent research [5] , [16] show that centralized solutions must employ parallelism and fast route computation heuristics to support observed traffic patterns in the data center networks.
Host-based solutions [21] , [22] enable end hosts select flow path simultaneously to enhance parallelism. MPTCP [21] allows a single data stream to be split across multiple paths and use congestion control algorithm to maintain load balance. Dard [22] is similar to MPTCP while it is transparent to applications as Dard is installed below the transport layer. However, host-based solutions cannot scale to the size of data centers under broadcast traffic patterns. Besides, deployment of hose-based solutions requires updates on legacy systems and applications.
Switch-only protocols [15] , [19] , [24] are also proposed. However most of them require flow splitting which may cause packet reordering. TeXCP [15] , as an online distributed Traffic Engineering protocols, performs packet-level load balancing by using splitting schemes like FLARE [20] . Localflow [19] refines a naive link balancing solution called PacketScatter [1] and minimizes the number of flows that are split. [24] also describes a general distributed adaptive routing architecture for Clos networks [10] .
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes DiFS, a lightweight, practical switchonly algorithms for flow scheduling in data center networks. Compared to the state-of-the-art hash-based ECMP algorithm, our algorithm can avoid bottlenecks caused by hash collision in a load-balanced manner. Instead of simply focusing on balanced output of each switch, DiFS aims to achieve balanced input by distributed switch cooperation at the same time. Simulation results also show that our algorithm can significantly outperform static hash-based ECMP and centralized scheduler like Hedera. Besides, our experiments also revealed that elephant Flow counting and bandwidth measuring have similar impacts on flow scheduling.
